
voltage versus the effects of current.Dangerous Electric Currents Current and not voltage is the proper
criterion of shock intensity, The re-
mainder of this paper will be devoted to a

CHARLES F. DALZIEL discussion of the electric shock hazards,
IMEMBER AIEE caused by currents of various shock dura-

tions, wave shapes, and frequencies.
Synopsis: This paper discusses lethal elec- depending upon the structure through Sixty-cycle currents at the let-go level,
tric currents and their accompanying physio- which the current passes. Currents that is, currents of from 10 to 20 milli-
logical effects, and interprets the data of a flowing in the region of the heart may amperes from hand to hand, are painfulprevious paper4 in accordance with an origi- . .
nal method of analysis found useful by the produce a condition of the heart muscle and hard to endure for even a short time.
author in his own investigations of let-go known as ventricular fibrillation. This If long continued, they may lead to col-
currents. The present analysis concerns it- condition usually is fatal and commonly is lapse, unconsciousness, and death. The
self with threshold currents likely to pro- referred to as instantaneous electrocu- physical condition of the victim is of
duce instantaneous electrocution in one- tion. Currents passing through nerve prime importance in determining thishalf per cent of a large group of normal men. v
Although the conclusions are derived from centers controlling breathing may pro- hazard. The muscular contractions and
tests made on animals, it is believed that the duce respiratory inhibition, that is, stop- accompanying sensations increase in
results may be indicative of what might be page of respiration. Failure of the severity as the current is increased. The
expected to occur in man. The majority breathing mechanism often is temporary, muscular contractions progress up the
of the work is based on experiments made at . . . X
60 cycles with shock durations of 0.03 to 3.0 the paralysis lasting from a few minutes arm to the chest until they become so
seconds. Predictions of lethal currents for to a few hours after interruption of the severe that the victim is unable to
both direct current and capacitor discharges, current. These victims often nlay be breathe. Obviously, if the current flows
while more speculative because of the saved by prompt application of artificial for more than a few minutes, death may
limited data available, are included because respiration. Currents passed across the result from asphyxiation. However, ifof their importance due to the greatly in- hcreased use of direct current and electronic heau from temple to temple may pro- the circuit is interrupted in a reasonable
equipment. duce unconsciousness and muscular con- time, breathing resumes automatically,

vulsions. Shocks of this type are used and no serious after-effects result. Cur-
currently in electric shock treatment in rents considerably in excess of those re-

DROGRESS in the development of certain types of insanity. If the current quired to cause a stoppage of breathing* electric equipment has brought in- pathway involves lower nerve centers, by excessive muscular contraction of the
creasing demands for additional knowl- the shock mnight produce ejaculation. chest muscles may produce a temporary
edge on the effects of electric shock, Electric ejaculation and artificial in- paralysis of respiration by action on the
particularly with regard to the maximum semination apparently have promise in nerves. It has been known for some time
current that man reasonably might be breeding animals. If the pathway in- that respiration might be inhibited by
expected to withstand without fatal volves only an extremity, such as a hand currents passing through the respiratory
results. Sensations, muscular contrac- or leg, memory of a disagreeable ex- nerve center located in the base of the
tions, and the current required to cause perience might be the only lasting result. brain. Observation of temporary mus-
the victim to freeze to a circuit have been Because of such variations in the effects of cular paralysis in human accidents has
covered fairly well in recent papers on electric shock, it is customary to discuss prompted Howard Miller, Southern Cali-
let-go currents." 2 3 The object of this lethal currents with respect to the most fornia Edison Company, to suggest that
paper is to extend the analyses and dis- dangerous current pathway likely to be respiratory inhibition also might be
cuss effects at higher currents. experienced in accidents. This is a path- caused by currents affecting the nerve
Any definition of lethal currents must way involving the heart, with external centers controlling the diaphragm. The

consider the following factors: contacts usually assumed between the suggestion is in agreement with W. Ein-
hands, or between one hand and the thoven, who some 30 years ago demon-

1. Physicurre ontath trou the bodyim. opposite foot. strated that electric currents applied2. Physical condition of the victim. Much attention has been given the directly to a nerve, insufficient to cause
3. Magnitude of the current. study of fatal accidents. These studies permanent damage, could produce com-
4. Shock duration. have been very helpful in developing plete blocking of the nerve for periods of
5. Frequency. practical safety procedures and safety the order of one-half hour. The res-
6. Wave form. codes. From a technical point of view, piratory paralysis may last for a con-

results have been qualitative rather than siderable period after interruption of the
stant the shock ocfurs. quantitative. This is largely because of current. In this case, resuscitation must

the difficulty of determining accurately be applied immediately to prevent
Electric shocks produce different effects the many variables involved. In addi- asphyxial death. Often the paralysis

-~~- tion to the factors already mentioned, it disappears in a few minutes or in a fewPaper 46-112, recommended by the AIEE commit- usually spsil nyt aeruh husadcniudapiaino ritee on safety for presentation at the AIEE summer y spsil nyt aeruh hus,adcniudapiaino riconventionl, Detroit, Mich., June 24-28, 19-46. estimates in arriving at values of circuit ficial respiration may save the victim.Manuscript submitted November 2, 1944; made imeac,bdancotcreitne, M ecsainofaualrahngsntavrsiiabie for printing May 6, 1946. meac,bdancotc estne,Mr eatnofaualrahng1nt
CHARLBS F. D)ALZIEL is associate professor of and elapsed time between occurrence of likely to produce serious aftereffects oreiectrical engineering, College of Engineering, Uni- the accident, rescue, and resuscitation, permanent damage, as evidenced by theverito clifrna,Bekely,Caif Often these uncertainties have resulted many persons who have been resuscitated
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Figure 1. Sixty-cycle sine wave let-go current distribution curves
PRETDVAINFO ENO 58 A

for men and women Figure 2. Sixty-cycle sine wave let-go current deviation curve for men

has been obtained from extensive experi- 2. Repeated shocks are not cumulative in mean of the group. The straight line
ments performed on animals at Columbia their effects on the heart, and the heart governed by the majority of the points of
University by Ferris, King, Spence, and generally returns to normal in about five Figure 2 has been called the deviation
Williams.4 These authorities adeptly mcutesuf fibrillation does not occur. curve. When points representing the
have described the fibrillating condition 3. The results on the whole indicated that women were plotted as per cent deviation
asfollows: sinusoidal currents in excess of 100 milli- from the mean of their group, it wasas follows: ~~~~~~amperes at 60 cycles from hand to foot would

fudta hyfloe eito

"Currents somewhat greater than those just be dangerous for shock durations of three found that they followed a deviation
necessary to stop respiration by action on seconds or more. curve having the same slope. Similar
the muscles may cause fatalities, even results were found for composite waves
though the duration of such shocks is but The statement establishing the thresh- consisting of a mixture of alternating
a few seconds or less-far too short to be old current producing ventricular fibril- current and direct current, for rectified
important from the standpoint of inter- lation in man at 100 milliamperes for 60- 60-cycle sine waves, and for sine-wave
ruption of respiration, and obviously too
short to give any opportunity for rescue be- cycle sine-wave shocks of three seconds alternating currents from 5 to 5,000
fore the end of the shock. Death under such or more has been accepted quite generally cycles. This finding is important be-
conditions is brought about by ventricular by the profession. Without any thought cause it permits improved accuracy in
fibrillation, which is a disruption of normal Of depreciating the value of this con- predicting results for large groups based
heart action. This condition is an unco-
ordinated asynchronous contraction of the clusion, it is fair to say that much is on a relatively small number of experi-
ventricular muscle fibers in contrast to their to be desired yet in the way of additional mental points.
normal co-ordinated and rhythmic contrac- information, with special regard to the This procedure will be used now to
tion. It results from an abnormal stimula- variation of effects with shock duration, study 60-cycle fibrillating currents ob-
tion rather than from damage to the heart. wave form, and frequency. tained by Ferris and his associates.In the fibrillating condition, the heart seems

B
to quiver rather than to beat; no heart- Before proceeding with the proposed Figure 3 shows fibrillating currents
sounds can be heard with a stethoscope-the analysis of fibrillating currents, it is plotted as per cent deviations from the
pumping action of the heart ceases; failure helpful to review briefly certain conclu- mean of each series, respectively, for
of circulation results in asphyxial death found in th
within a few minutes." sions e let-go current investi- eight different tests. Although the dis-

gations.2'3 tribution of the points does not line up as

Most of the experiments were made on Experimental points representing let- well as that found for let-go currents, it
sheep, calves, pigs, and dogs, in which go currents for 134 men and 28 women are does establish that a definite trend
chest dimensions, body weights, heart shown in Figure 1, in which the ordinate exists. This holds for the four species of
weights, and heart rates were comparable gives the percentage of subjects who can animals for 3-second shocks, and for
to those of man, although several species release their grasp of a condiuctor carry- the sheep for shock durations of 0.03 to
of smaller animals, including guinea pigs, ing the current shown in the abscissa.2 3 3.0 seconds. It is possible that the same
rabbits, and cats were included to es- It is important to emphasize that a suf- trend also might hold for shocks of vani-
tablish the general trend of effects with ficient number of points was obtained to ous durations for the other animals and
weight and other physiological factors. determine a normal distribution, as evi- for man.
Foremost of their findings from the denced by the fact that the data closely Because of the small number of points
practical point of view are: follow a straight line when plotted on available for any test, the straight line

1. The susceptibility of the heart to fibril- probability paper. Figure 2 shows the governed by all the points was drawn to
late depends on the phase of the heart cycle results for the 134 men plotted as per cent determine the deviation curve. Ap-
at the instant the shock is applied, deviations from 15.87 milliamperes, the parent discrepancies of a few of the points
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0.01 _ 4_ ---1- 1 T Figure 3. Sixty-cycle cult to establish deviation curves for let-go
SYMBOL ANIMAL SHOCK DURATION NO TESTS sine wave fibrillating currents for less than about 25 points. The0.05 0 DOGS 3 SECONDS 10 curentdeviationcure apparent inconsistency of a single test in-

0.1 + PIGS 3 SECONDS 9 ce deviaion curve volving only 10 points therefor is notcon-
6.2 A1 _ ° SHEEP 3 SECONDS 25 sidered sufficient to invalidate the analysis.

0.5 0 SHEEP I HEART BEAT 100 SHEEP 0.12 SECONDS 17 Fibrillating currents for three-secondI _ e - * SHEEP 0.10 SECONDS 6X SHEEP 0.03 SECONDS 23 shocks for seven species of animals versus.
body weight are shown in Figure 5.

5- - .Points representing the larger animals

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~total55, and none were discarded. The
z , smaller animals were represented by<- t X t + av erag values only, as data for these

30 _ cases were not furnished the author.
z 40p+ TThe 50 per cent line was drawn by in-z

w SC ...spection through the points representingU x 0. 6,-- the means of the various tests. The70C _ _ - author is still in doubt as to where to
w .
a BsO _ _ draw the best line, and the analysis was

carried on from here, using a broken linez s_.neglecting the points for the pigs, and a
u
cc 95 _ _ +_ o\ D _ x _solid line in which the effect of the pigs

was weighed by eye. The fact that the90---
109 _ +63 upper line passes very close to the points

99.5 DEVIATION CU VE.- 1 representing the averages for each of the

99BL _ _ _ - 8 t ! Iother six tests is believed significant. It
99.9 - _ _ is unfortunate that only nine pigs were

used.
9

0 1 \l In spite of the wide scattering of in-
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 w 10 dividual points, it is evident that in

PCRCUNT DEVIATION FROM MEAN OF EACH GROUP general the fibrillating current is pro-
portional to body-weight. Similar varia-
tions were encountered when studying

from the deviation curve are believed to sufficiently accurate for most engineering let-go currents, but all efforts to find a
be caused by the small number available purposes. correlation with age, weight, strength
for any single test, to experimental Data obtained by the investigators at of grip, or arm measurements, werewith-
errors in applying the shocks at the most Columbia University4 for 129 points were out conclusive results; however, higher
susceptible phase of the heart cycle, to furnished the author. Of this number, values were obtained on well-developed
the rather wide variation in body weights, 111 were used and 18 omitted in the individuals having the appearance of
and to other factors which properly are in- statistical analysis. The points re- good health. Other things being equal
cluded in the term biological variability. jected represented two different condi- it is believed that both let-go currents and
The fibrillating current for an animal tions. Eight high points, designated by

was taken as 1/2 (minimum current caus- these investigators as mode A, were 0 01
ing fibrillation + maximum current not omitted to give conservative results. 0.05
causing fibrillation). It is believed that The remaining ten points were from the 0.1
the value so obtained should be reason- 0.47-second shock test made on sheep. 0.5
ably close to the current just required to The following is submitted as justify- DEVIATION CURVE
produce fibrillation during the most sus- ing rejection of the 0.47-second test: < FOR ALL OTHER TESTS
ceptible phase of the heart cycle, and the 1. Results of the 0.47-second shock test u 10
statistical method of analysis should are shown in Figure 4 in which the response P20
minimize errors. follows a deviation curve of much smaller Lu 30
The current pathway for these experi- slope than that found for the other tests.

u 40
ments was between the right foreleg and Wide differences in the results of two almost 2 60

identical tests suggest the possibility of 70the left hind leg. Experiments also were error. The points representing shocks of o80l
made using four other pathways, namely, one heartbeat (large open dots, Figure 3) go
across the chest, chest to foreleg, head to are consistent with all the other tests, and 3 95 | | 4
hind leg, and between both hind legs. fall very nicely about the deviation curve. u, 98.
For th current pathway between thetwo Theduration of the shocks for this test was L 991 1
hind legs, the portion of current reachling adjustedtofteqidiiualasnearYtbaas dpossibedth 99.81| |E|||||| 1'111
the heart was evidently too small to pro- from 0.36 to 0.55 second, averaging 0.45 i i \
duce fibrillationl for currents within the second. It is untenable that a difference of -8 6 4 2 04 08 0
operating range of the equipment. Dif- only 0.02 second in the average shock dura- PERCENTAGE DEVIATION
ferencs invlues fr the ther pthways tion would be sufficient to cause the differ- fROM MEAN OF GROUP

did not appear great enough to be sig- eincinresposincae byth twodevia- Figure 4. 60-Cycle sine wave fibrillating.~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~to curves.. urntdvato urefr henifcant, andl it was concluded that re- 2. The accuracy of analyses based oncurndeitocrvfrshp
sults obtained for the pathway betwreen statistical procedures depends upon a rep- Shock durdtion 0.47 second
the foreleg and the hind leg should be resentative number of points. It was diffi- Ten cases tested
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xr0 T 7 I I I I II I I I I II I I I I II I I I 6 4 ~ Figure 6 shows the results obtained on
sheep plotted on log-log graph paper in

___LEGEND __ _________ __ __ it k S4 gZ the attempt to determine a relation be-
iCALF OSHEEP tween fibrillating current and shock dura-

5S0 _ DOG eCAT tion. A total of 99 points is shown in

F H+PIG ORABBIT I lNXs | |9| this figure, including the rejected points,_ GUINEA PIG 14 _L_ _ ______S S C Se----mode A and the 0.47-second shocks previ-
--SOLID LINES ALL POINTS CONSIDERED ously discussed. Because of the rather

500 DASH LINES PIGS NEGLECTED

_IF~ _ -- -- wide spread in the body-weight of the
various animals, calculated points, shown

SI, NI, I as open dots on Figure 6, were corrected
o5 _ _ |_ I I I I I I I I I I I I _ _ _ _ __XG<SF________to57.4kilogramsto obtain a standard

reference. The 1/2 per cent and 991/2
per cent points were calculated using

400 S~~~~~~~~~~~X, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ qations 1 and 6. The 991/2, 50, and
1/2 per cent lines were drawn with
emphasis given the 0.03- and 3.0-second
tests because of the greater number of

350-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~animalsused, and to obtain conservative
03500< .AI|~N \II" I I 1 Xt 4 g I |results. Attention is directed to t
_J I- I I I I f 1\ 41 I l I I | J4\1\WS r lone point falling below the one half of one
'n3001 r I L-I 1aW _ I _______gS S > __ __ per cent line for the 0.47-second test.

>X | | f | This exception must be given serious con-

r I 40 ~~~~~~~sideration in deciding whether or not the
\X50t t 11i X X 0;Wil i 0 proposed analysis is acceptable.

cr 25 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ifwe assume a straight line may be
IT\x |Itr_1 111 gEX _.< _- used conservatively to represent the

o MEAN POINTS general trend, equations for the lines of
P

Figure 6 may be expressed:

fi1]:JI I I j @ n, wW
-J oI=KT~

cc

oIII1II I I I I I I I I I I I IJ /pwhere
Kn=slop= 15/ =il

fibrillatin curetT = shock duration in seconds

Figur 5 wre cmputdusig eqatio 1, hock urdton 30seondsThe eqaIofr(1/2 per cent)euto foral

reference~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Fo Fiur 5,dwhen Te1to=v3oeons
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The991/2ercentand 1/2 per cent) lineslof iweightsmilm iiamperesaper
Figur 15 we cmt using eui 1, Shock ron ation3.snf 1(1/2prcnequationfoa

reference ~ ~ ~~~pe2,nandethe deiaio curveeof

Figure3. attheurrentlysicoesapodin to between 95randa107milliamperesland 57.4-kilogramanimalsis found as follows.
faivn. pnerengtilenrank at meantshofls e thguree seodsduationmfeigh p e FmgreIpercent)en s =2sheepe 24

rou(hl prodevitiona frommiean). Teihet enrcuafibrillatincurtonvainonehalfat bofyone milliamperes,adW574klgms

centhandforw1/2hperfcentv=rag0.63, This(is2in)closeagreementwiththegen-aweight o

and rocedingvertcall indcate proposedhic by Feoerris, yK eing,hpec,t n pecnilnau sO18X2520=7.

The(991/2percentand '/2 per cent) Wiliam.fmiliaperes. lTherefoe,

Figure =w 50copuer ceint)(gt63 1 hequation 1 hc forathen3 loeroned afKs9.V=18fomeuto

Assumene thatd the analysisnapplies tofprcniemaewitn Therefore,forall t)57.4-kiogra animals
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whichr is Thewureigtsofrnvraesp madn, (2)ten9n 0 ilamee n
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60-cycle sine-wave alternating currents grams. vl
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Equations for 1(1/2 per cent), includ-
ing effects of shock duration and various 7000_ A= =
body-weights, are obtained as follows.
Let subscripts 1 and 2 be used to represent ____
animals 1 and 2, respectively. Equation e_
2 then may be written

Il(1/2 per cent) 1.26W +7.4<WI7
I2('/2 per cent) 1.26W2J+7.4 -

or PZ

i1(1/2 per cent) =12('/2 per cent) X
1.26 WI ±7.4 z

1.6 4~+miliamperes (6) a:

Substituting equation 5 in equation 6,a 20 c

138
vF1/2 per cent) X fi

1.26W+7.4D
1.26 X57.4+7.4 mlimee

2.18W+ 12.8
- ~~~milliamperesv7i;

Inserting W= 70 kilograms (average 2

weight for man),
I(/2 per cent) fibrillating current for man

0 00 0 0 0 00 o o 06 Co,i"S~165 000 00 006bMilliamperes (7) e i SHOCK DURATION CSECONDS)

The broken line (neglecting the effect of
the pigs) of Figure 6 was obtained by Figure 6. Relation of 60-cycle sine wave currents cause complete contraction of
substituting equation 4 in equation 6 and fibrillating current to shock duration the entire heart musculature, and fibril-
W= 70 kilograms. Itois interesting to sExperimental points lation is prevented. If the shock is of
note that the uncertainty of the current o Calculated points appreciable duration, death is inevitable.
versus weight-lines of Figure 5 produces A-99'/2 per cent line for 57.4-kilogram sheep However, if the shock is of short duration,
an inappreciable difference in the final B-SO per cent line for 57.4-kilogram sheep when the current is interrupted, relaxation
result, as indicated by the small width ofC-e/2 per cent line for all 70-kilogram animals may be followed by a spontaneous re-
the crosshatched area of Figure 6. including man sumption of normal rhythmic contrac-

It should be repeated that this analysis Dn1/2 per cent line for 57.4-kilogram sheep tions. It is believed that the abdominal
is based on experiments in which the massage and accompanying stimulation
duration of the shock was varied from of the heart caused by the application of
0.03 to 3.0 seconds. Extrapolation for be due to burns or other complications. artificial respiration may be beneficial in
larger range of shock durations should be For 0.03-second shocks, the hearts of assisting the heart to regain its normal
made with caution; possibly the rela- sheep seemed to be most susceptible to rhythm. This is offered in explanation
tions might hold for durations from five fibrillate at currents of about six amperes, of infrequent accident cases in which vic-
seconds to one cycle or possibly one and less sensitive as the current was tims apparently withstand relatively
fourth cycle. No account is taken here either increased or decreased from this large currents.
of inhibition of respiration or of the value. Figure 7 was taken from refer- Ventricular fibrillation may be caused
cumulative effects of shocks at intervals ence 4 to illustrate the point. The ex- by mechanical stimulation of the heart
of the order of seconds. These relations planation of this phenomenon is that high when it is exposed during surgical proce-
are based on the assumption that the
heart recovers fully from one shock be-
fore a second shock occurs. In other Q
words, the threshold currents are for Figure 7. Effect of Boe - I- - -

singleshock. No ata ae avalable current on susceptibil-J(8.
ngae hng tchse effecofdat reshocks ityiofsheephiarts tor °

suchdiasthoe proh.Ducaedbyinermttenty ventrculapointoncrillationETMPRE

elecSTricSEncEMEcotrler.6S ItUMmus be ze-@b uShockriduration 0.03CTON 583



dures as well as by electric shock, and Table 1. Impulse Tests on Animals
occasionally the heart goes into fibrilla-
tion during major operations involving Capacitor

Est. Open Charge, Animal Avg.
the chest. Although several investigators No. of Age, Weight, Circuit Milli- Resistance, No. of
have reported a degree of success in using Animals Mos Lbs Voltage coulombs Ohms Shocks Remarks

counter-electric shocks to arrest fibrilla-
tion in animals, C. S. Beck7 is the first Spring lambs. Contacts-metal electrode on lips to rear feet in bucket of salt water

10. 4-6. 72 ..... 1,400.. 18.2... 550-1,750......3
to publish a procedure for human beings. 10. 4-6. 70 ..... 1,600. 20.8.. 550-1,750....3 Three sheep stunned

He reports two cases in which two large 13.4-6. 72..1750.21.0..for 5-15 see*
13.....46 ... 72 ....175 .. ... 2 .o .... 5o 1,70 ... . .....One sheep stunned

electrodes were held directly against the for 5-15 sec*
heart and an alternating current of 1.5 6.. 4-6. 72.1,750.22.7.5501,750.2.One.sheep stunned
amperes successfully defibrillated the ven- Pigs. Contacts-insulated feed trough to rear feet on wet earth

tricles and saved the patients. Proce- 1.180-200. 1,400. 4.2. 4
25 .180-200. 1,400. 7.0. 4

dures applicable to the surgeon's operat- 1.215-225. 1,000. 10.0.1
ing table are vastly different from those 2.215-225. 1,200. 12.0. 1

1 .215-225. 1,600. 16.0. 1
encountered in most accidents. The 25.215-225. 1,750. 17.5. 1
brain and nervous systems remain viable 1. 215-225. 1,400. 16.8 .1

12 .... 215-225. 1,750....... 21.0. 1. One pig stunned for
from three to five minutes after circula- 60 sec*
tion ceases. This time interval is so * Animals were stunned on third or fourth consecutive shock.
short that once ventricular fibrillation
occurs in man, little can be done to save
the victim. Reference 5 contains an account of and contact resistance, equation 6 gives
The hazard due to direct current is of studies made by the author in the at- an initial current of 3.7 amperes which

increasing importance due to the greatly tempt to determine the hazard due to compares with that suggested in the pre-
increased use of d-c welding equipment impulse currents. The investigation was ceding paragraph. If we assume that
and high-voltage power supplies. The made to determine the hazard of ca- equation 6 holds for both current and
ratio of average d-c release to 60-cycle let- pacitor-discharge electric-fence control- charge, the corresponding value for man is
go currents is about 4.8 to 1. Ferris and lers and included a survey of human ac- 45 millicoulombs.*
associates determined the direct current cidents on lightning generators. A few The criterion proposed for defining
required to produce ventricular fibrillation capacitor discharge tests were made on dangerous current thresholds is based on
in 11 sheep for 3-second shocks. The male volunteer subjects on voltages up to the current which might produce ventricu-
ratio of average d-c to a-c fibrillating cur- 1,750. Impulse tests using larger ca- lar fibrillation in one half of one per cent
rent was 5 to 1. This information, al- pacitors were made on spring lambs and of a large group of normal adult men.
though obtained for only 11 animals, is pigs. Table I shows some of the data The choice of course is arbitrary, and any
the only quantitative data available on obtained from tests made on the animals. other number could be selected. There is
fibrillating direct current. It is to be No fatalities were experienced and higher no intention to be ruthless about the
expected that the fibrillating current for power was not used because of limitations remaining one half per cent; however,
very short shocks would approach the of equipment. No attempt was made to one has to stop somewhere, and the 1/2
60-cycle crest value. This is a ratio of co-ordinate the shocks with the sensitive percentile was considered a reasonable
a/2 to 1. If we assume that the phase of the heart-cycle. However, be- stopping point. Perhaps the best justi-
lines of Figure 6 apply for durations as cause of the large number of shocks ap- fication for choosing the 1/2 percentile is
short as one fourth cycle, that is, 0.0042 plied, it is reasonable to assume that they that it was used in estimating reasonably
second, a second value may thus be es- were distributed throughout the heart- safe let-go currents and provoked no ad-
tablished. A series of straight lines for cycle, and probably many occurred dur- verse comment.',2'3 As previously men-
direct current shocks similar to those of ing the sensitive phase. It would seem tioned, all available experimental data
Figure 6 could be drawn, using the factors that the highest currents given the small- were analyzed carefully, and in instances
5 and 1.41 for shock durations of 3.0 and est animals might give some idea of which required special judgment (such as
0.0042 second, respectively. reasonably safe upper limits. The aver- just where to draw the best line to de-
The danger from capacitor discharge is age weight of the spring lambs was 72 termine the general trend of a response),

of vital importance. It generally is be- pounds or 32.6 kilograms, maximum volt- an attempt was made to adopt procedures
lieved that the initial current and charge age 1,750, and maximum charge 22.7 which would give a conservative final re-

are of prime importance in determnining millicoulombs. Considerable difficulty sult. Several different attempts were

the hazard. The time constant of the was experienced in measuring the body- made to correlate the data, but the
circuit and the stored energy also may be resistance of the animals because of un- method proposed is believed to be the

important, but no data are available on avoidable variations in contact resist- best that can be done. It is indeed un-

this phase of the subject IAn idea of ances. Best results were obtained using fortunate that statistical predictionsmust
threshold fibrillating currents may be a d-c ohmmer, the values ranging from be expressed numerically, as there is a
obtained from Figure 6, if weassumethat 550 to 1,750 ohms. Using a conserva- tendency to place too much emphasis on
the 60-cycle response holds for shocks of tive value of 930 ohms for circuit, animal, mere numbers. Qulite aside from the un-
1/4-cycle duration. The one half of one -certainties of the present analysis, there
percentile valuleforman corresponding to *The charge or quantity of electricity passing a remains the important uncertainty of
0.0042 second is 2,600 rms milliamperes. gsven point in a circuit is givenby: transferring results obtained from animal
Multiplying by V2 gives 3.7 crest Q - lof'i dt nmillicOulomb (milliampere-seconds) experimentation to man. However, data

ampees,hichmayeconiderd asthe Folrsa capacitor of C microfarads charged to E kilo- from numerous human accidents, al-

equivalent capacitor initial current. Q e CE millicoulomb (rnilliampere-seconds) though meager and inconclusive, seem to
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r|" Reelsss z In I strip is not considered here. In many of
nn ectronic urive tor W in up seels the applications, tension of the strip is

of secondary importance, and proper
control of speed is a fundamental require-

K. P. PUCHLOWSKI ment. Furthermore, tension regulating
ASSOCIATE AIEE devices always can be added, if so re-

quired, by proper control of the unwind-

REELING OPERATIONS impose a Two basic quantities usually are asso- ing reel. The drive described in this
number of special requirements on ciated with any reeling operation where a paper has been developed for take-up

the reel drive, particularly if the latter continuous strip of material such as
is of the so-called core type as compared yarn, fabric, wire, or steel, for example, -,
to the rather rarely used peripheral type is drawn by the so-called take-up reel ELPTY REEL RADIUS

drive. and wound on it, so that the diameter
In a core type drive the reel is driven of the reel gradually increases during the IDLER

through a center axle on which it is process. The first quantity is the speed, ,
mounted. This type is usually pre- and the second, the tension of the strip. o STRIP WINDUP
ferred to the peripheral type drive which Some reel systems impose exacting re- REEL

UNWINDING IDLER
involves traction along the periphery of quirements as to the automatic reguila- REEL ROLL
the reel and thus requires a direct con- tion and control of one or both of these DRIVING
tact and a sufficiently high tangential quantities. MOTOR
force exerted upon the material being This paper presents the description of
wound. It is apparent that, although the a recently developed electronic drive and
peripheral drive usually will represent a control for a core type take-up reel where
much simpler electric system since it is the speed of the strip is maintained con-
not influenced by the change in the diam- stant automatically during the entire reels in systems where the reel also per-
eter of the reel, it is often undesirable reeling operation. In addition, the speed forms the drawing of the strip and thus
or even impossible to transmit the driv- of the strip can be preselected by the determines the speed of the line.
ing torque directly through the material operator within a wide and stepless
involved in the winding operation. range. The problem of tension of the Principles of Core Type Reeling
The core type drive, on the other hand, Paper 46-125, recommended by the AIEE com-

does not present these disadvantages, mittee on industrial control devicesforpresentation In Figure I is shown schematically a

and is used most commonly, although it at the AlEE sumnmer convention, Detroit, Mich., aeu ee ihis iiu nJune 24-28, 1946. Manuscript submitted April take-up reel with its minimum and

normally involves other problems and 26, 1946; made available for printing May 9, 1946. maximum diameters. The radius of the

the resulting complications of the electric K. P. PucHLowsKI is design engineer, industrial reel builds up during the reeling opera-
control engineering department, Westinghouse

system. Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa. tion from a minimum value R, to a maxi-

indicate that the proposed threshold Since the heat-sensitive mechanism is respiratory inhibition, ventricular fibril-
values are conservative. It is the au- located in the skin, there is a possibility lation, and heart failure, he should begin
thor's opinion that currents much in ex- of damage to internal organs by high- artificial respiration immediately and
cess of the proposed threshold values must frequency currents even though no very summon medical aid as soon as possible.
be considered very dangerous to human unpleasant sensations may be apparent.
life. Perhaps, at some future date, suf- The currents necessary to produce this References
ficient time and funds may be available effect would be in the order of an ampere
and a more accurate solution be obtained, or more. High-frequency currents of 1. ELECTRIC SHOCK, C. F. Dalziel, J. B. Lagen,3. L. Thurston. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 60,
We are indebted to H. B. Williams for several hundred milliamperes are used 1941, December section, pages 1073-9.

the following discussion of effects at high quite commonly by the medical pro- 2. EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON LET-GO CURRENTS,
freqenc.Onsinsoidl hgh-fequncy fession for deep heating. This form of C. F. Dalziel, E. Ogden, C. E. Abbott. AIEE

frequency. On sinusoidalhigh-frequency fession for deep heating This form of TRANSACTIONS, volume 62, 1943, December sec-

alternating currents, or on repeated cur- treatment is called medical diathermy. tion, pages 745-50.

rent pulses of very short duration, ac- In concluding, it should be mentioned 3. F-FEICT OF WAVE FORM oN LET-GO CURRENTS,
C. F. Dalziel. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 62,

count must be taken of the fact known to that, because of the wide variation in the 1943, December section, pages 739-44.
physiologists that, as the shock duration physical condition of individuals, an oc- 4. EFFECT OF ELECTRIC SHOCK ON THE HRART,
decreases, its strength must be increased casional death is to be expected from L. XP.AFrIs,B. G. KinSg,P. W. Spelnce, H. B. Wil-
in order to produce the same stimulation. casual contact involving electric currents May section, pages 498-515.
As the duration becomes very small, this known as safe for most normal, healthy 5. TEE ELECTRIC FENCE3, C. F. Dalziel, J. R.
increase must be very great, finally be- individuals, but these are probably not Bvurchr lAgriclstural oEngin6eering, volume 22, No-
coming so great that destruction of living fibrillation deaths. It is gratifying in- 6. ELECTROCUTION BY ELECTRIC FENCE CONTROL-
substances may occur before it can re- deed that victims surviving the initial LEE:, C. F. Dalziel. A-gricuZcltral E,sgineerisg,
spond. At higher frequencies, large shock of an electrical accident seldom volume 25, August 1944, page 308.
currents may pass without causing suffer serious aftereffects or other per- LAR DISEASE (book), Volume 2. EBdited by W. D.
stimulation of muscles or nerves, and manent disability. Since it is impossible Stroud.lChaptfero37,RestuisciutatioFn oifaHteart from
these may cause deep heating effects. for the layman to distinguish between Beck. F. A. David, 1940. Pages 1181-2.
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